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Few people
ml em set foot in en office like this. But then,
few people have what it takes to be a Marine Officer Officer
Candidates School (OCS) is the first step towards preparing you

become a Marine Officer. Invaluable training that could lead to
an exciting career in aviation. If you've got what it takes to be a
leader of Marines, you could get an office with a spectacular view.

for a future beyond anything you could imagine. i|L
At OCS you'll develop the qualities you need to

^0f more !n^0ffn^l0n ca" ^ -S00-M4/?W£5, or contact
us on the internet at: httpdlwww.Marines.com
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MARINE OFFICER

WANT TO FLY? Come fly .with us at the Marine Corps Flight Orientation Program, Thursday, October 8th and
a Friday, October 9th. You'll get an opportunity to learn more about our aviation programs and tour San Diego
O•
s</> as vou flv in our helicopter - FREE! Space is limited - Call now to reserve your seat! Captain Ben O'Rourke,
Officer Selection Office, San Diego at (619) 294-2174. Or e-mail:mosssdo@ibm.net
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Featured News From Around Campus

Former Neo-Nazi skinhead addresses USD community
NATASHA FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer

Neo-Nazi turned tolerance advocate, T.J. Leyden,
spoke to an audience of 400 parents, students, sur
rounding community members and police officers in
the University Center Forum last Thursday night
about the dangers of leaving an impressionable ado
lescent open to the influence of people who used to
be his companions.
These people spent their weekends at bars igniting
racially motivated brawls for their sheer enjoyment,
and who keep these favorite pastimes alive by re
cruiting new members who will continue these un
motivated attacks for years to come.
Leyden was invited to speak on behalf of the Hu
man Relations Committee as part of USD's Crime
Prevention Awareness Week. In this last year, the
committee began compiling a log of reported hate
crimes around campus.
Once reported, the incidents are reported to the San
Diego Police Department, which decides whether or

tributing racist comic books and music, a part of media
that has a great affect on youth. As the teenagers would
listen to the racially charged lyrics of these songs over
and over, the message would get trapped in their mind.
Soon, they were in over their heads in crime.
Leyden would set the teens to action by proclaiming
one race the enemy, or claim one culture to be the end
of America. He made it "cool" and "attractive" to at
tack others without motive. Eventually, he had them so
brainwashed they never questioned a suggestion from
a fellow Nazi. If someone challenged them to start a
fight, they would be ready to fight, like trained ani
mals.
It was Leyden's children who brought him out of the
movement. When his eldest son blurted out a racial
slur, he began to think that his son could turn out to be
a racist as well.
He pictured his son as a teenager hating people be
cause of their race or color. He pictured his son in a
life a crime, and then "hugging (him) one last time as
(he) entered the gas chamber."
All this led Leyden to approach the Simon Weisenthal

Center, the Museum of Tolerance in Los Angeles. He
hoped to tell his story and do whatever he could to
keep what he lived from happening to others.
Thursday's event was under high security with good
reason: San Diego is the headquarters of Hammerskin
Nation, an international white supremacy organiza
tion.
According to Leyden, Huntington Beach in Orange
County has the second highest population of Neo-Na
zis in the world, besides a small town in Germany.
T.J. Leyden now works on the staff of the Simon
Weisenthal Center, speaking at high school and col
lege campuses. He hopes to get the word across to as
may people as he can and said that, "I could be your
son or daughter."
He in no way claims to be completely free of his
past, and firmly states, "I will never forgive myself."
San Diego's Mayor, Susan Golding, praised the USD
community in its efforts to bring hate and hate-related
crimes to the surface in order to educate and keep such
incidents from occurring.
She proclaimed Sept. 24 "Challenging Hate, Bridg
ing Identities Day" in San Diego.

If you don't talk to your kids,
one of my former friends is going to
T. J. Leyden

not they can be classified as hate crimes,
and will begin an investigation if necessary.
President Alice B. Hayes addressed the preventive
actions by staying, "People need to be held account
able for such behavior." Leyden was rarely held ac
countable for his behavior as a member of the NeoNazi party.
According to Leyden, no matter how many people
whose jaws were broken, shoulders displaced or teeth
knocked out, he never had charges pressed against
him, simply because "the courts got tired of it all"
and he received only misdemeanor charges.
Regardless, the threat of charges moved him to make
a change in his life, so he joined the Marines. "You re
allowed to join as long as you're only a passive mem
ber of a hate organization," Leyden said. But "pas
sive" in their terms allowed marines to keep Nazi
flags in their lockers, read Adolf Hitler's
"Meinkampf," and listen to racially offensive music.
While in the'Marines, Leyden was able to reach a
broader spectrum of people from all over the world,
and together they were able to establish larger racial
groups who would plot to overthrow the government.
After years of such behavior, Leyden was discharged
from the Marines, not because of the 29 racist tattoos
he had, or the connections he had with other hate
groups, but because of excessive drinking and fight
ing incidents.
With a wife at home and their first child on the way,
Leyden found a less aggressive way to function in
the Neo-Nazi group. He became a recruiter, preying
on vulnerable adolescents as they struggled for a sense
of identity. He entered high school campuses, dis-

Hate Conquered: T. J. Leyden, a former Neo-Nazi, taught that although hate is a away to be
accepted, it is not acceptable.

USD students pray and protest abortion
MARGIE PIERCE
Offbeat Editor

nancy, it is much
safer than child
While most University of San Diego birth."
Another pamphlet
students were still sound asleep, a
small, but diverse group of students titled, "For Men
gathered near the ATM on Sept 26. Not About Abortion" by
discouraged by the gray drizzle of the Roger Wade, Ph.D, is
morning, Andra Bell,organizer and much more detailed
Prayer Coordinator, and the other and deals with some
members of USD's Right to Life orga of the major concerns
nization went through with their mis of abortion. Accord
sion: to pray and protest abortion out ing to Dr. Wade
side of the Planned Parenthood head "moral matters were
quarters near Auto Circle. Between the not a chief concern"
hours of 9 and 10 A.M. they lined up among the 1,200 men
along the sidewalk with rosaries and that he talked with.
handmade signs bearing messages such Instead, they were
as "Abortion stops a beating heart" and more concerned with
"Choose Life." Despite the passive- the well being of their
ness of their demonstration, their pres partner, both physi Fighting for a cause: Members of Right to Life gathered outside
ence evoked strong emotions in many cally and emotionally. of abortion.
onlookers. There seemed to be as many This pamphlet goes info more details Publicity Coordinator, Matt Peek, is the
supporters as there were opponents. about the risks of abortion which include major focus of the group. Most of the
Throughout the hour the demonstrators an infection of the uterus and bleeding members agreed. Miguel Sagrero, said
were given supportive honks and which can last "for as much as two that "the whole reason for prayer is to
thumbs up signs, but were also cursed weeks." As for the emotional conse keep in contact with God so that we know
at, flipped off and even spat at. One quences of an abortion, the pamphlet calls if we are doing the right thing." One
young woman driving by shouted out the idea of many women having serious member of the group, however, said that
psychological problems, "another unfor he would like the protests to be more ac
the window, "My body, my life!"
Inside the building, which is open tunate piece of misinformation", but also tive, and to be able to feed on the feel
only to clients with appointments, the says that a few women do experience ings of the people who passed by. With
waiting room was packed. A nervous deeply disturbing feelings after an abor emotions running so high, Natalie Perl,
quietness permeated through the room tion. According to Dr. Wade, the polls whose first name coincidentally means
where many anxious young men and show "men slightly more in favor" of "birth", felt it somewhat difficult not to
women sat fidgeting. Near the counter abortion rights than women, but he has react. Perl expressed hopes that their
were several pamphlets in both English also known men who were against the prayers would reach the hearts of those
and Spanish covering a variety of sub abortion and felt "paternal attachment to in the building and wished emphatically
jects including abortion, AIDS, HIV, the embryo." Unfortunately, sensitivity that the workers would realize that "it's
and even DNA Parentage testing. One to men has "sometimes been a casualty not just a job they're doing; if they could
pamphlet titled, "Abortion Informa of the wars around abortion." Currently, realize what they're affecting." Senior
tion," lists the beliefs of Planned Par only the woman has any rights in the Tramy Huynh also expressed passionate
feelings, speaking out on the "dignity of
abortion decision.
enthood:
According to an employee of Planned human life, which starts at conception."
"It is your right and responsibility to
What is it like, though, to be on the other
decide if and when you want to have a Parenthood, protesters stand in front of
side
of those signs? To be the nervous
the
building
every
Saturday,
but
he
was
child. Whether or not you have an
girl
in
the car, facing, possibly, the tough
abortion is your decision, and the gov surprised by the devotion and youth of
ernment should not interfere. You the USD group. The usual protesters are est decision of her life? One young
should be able to get an abortion at a middle-aged and simply stand around and woman, who was not present on the day
reasonable cost no matter how old you talk. Occasionally they have been known of the demonstration, shared her experi
are, how much money you have, if to carry "gruesome" pictures and shout ences, what she went through before and
out, despite the sign in front of the build after. She talked about going into the
you're married or single."
actual clinic for the appointment and talk
According to the brochure the abor ing which reads:
"Notice to protesters. You are not al ing to other young women, some of
tion takes only a few minutes, and pa
tients are able to go home a half hour lowed on sidewalk in driveway areas. No whom had already had two or three abor
after the abortion. One Right to Life loud noises are permitted (Bullhorns, tions. When they called her name, the
member commented on how much the singing, screaming, etc.) You are not al first thing she did was take a urine test to
pamphlet really amplifies that Planned lowed in the parking areas. You may not make sure she was pregnant, then a nurse
Parenthood is a business, with words interfere with anyone entering or exiting checked to see how old the fetus was,
this building." However, the security "usually they tell you how far along you
such
as "relaxed sensation" and "a mild guards have never had to take any actions are, but I remember being nervous when
the lady didn't tell me." Then they gave
amount of suction." The short pam against any protesters.
Indeed, the presence of the huge secu her a set of clothes and a locker and sent
phlet warns of possible cramps or
rity
guard was almost comical, consider her into a cold room to wait. "What
bleeding, but ensures readers that "sta
tistics show that if you have an abor ing the concentration of the group on shocked me, was it wasn't as hard on me
tion in the first 12 weeks of your preg prayer, which according to Right to Life as I expected. The reality didn't set in

Margie Pierce

Planned Parenthood to protest its use

until later." She did describe however,
an attachment to the baby growing in
side of her, which actually forced her
to make the decision to get an abor
tion as opposed to adoption, because
she was afraid she would get too at
tached and want to keep the baby. At
the time she was living with very, very
religious relatives who were already
on the verge of kicking her out and she
was unable to support herself, let alone
a child. "All the people were in there,
because they felt they had no other
options." She did, however, learn her
lesson, "I would never want to go
through that again."
A month earlier or a year later she
might have been able to continue the
pregnancy, but not then. Knowing
now what it is like she would have still
done it, but in her present situation she
believes abortion should not be used
as birth control. " I actually took a
life. That has been really hard for me
to deal with, but because of it, I am
more sympathetic to the fragility of
life."
Above all else, she feels that pro-life
supporters should not condemn these
women. Instead, she wishes they
would talk to the women, and help
them contact adoption agencies or set
them up with parents they can choose
themselves.
In response to this, Bell mentions that
there are agencies such as Birth Choice
and Birth Line which give counseling,
food and clothing to women in these
situations, who are looking for other
options.

Right to Life meets every
Tuesday at 6 p.m. in C119
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BeyondCokriiies
Helping the Disabled to Access USD
A Student's Perspective on Diversity at the University of San Diego

TODD GLORIA
Beyond Color Lines Editor
USD can be an intimidating environment for any
student, but imagine how intimidating it might be
for a student with a disability. Addressing this con
cern is USD's Office of Disability Services, located
in Serra Hall. The office is in its third year of exist
ence, and is run by director Ken Chep. I recently
interviewed Chep, who is responsible for assisting
students with disabilities in achieving full access to
the academic experience while at USD.
"We deal with the full disability umbrella," said
Chep, referring to students who represent a crosssection of many types of disabilities. As of spring
1998, there were 222 students registered as disabled
at USD. The majority have learning disabilities and/
or Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder. Disabil
ity Services offers a host of support services to as
sist students with disabilities, including notetakers,
alternative testing arrangements and academic ad
vising. In addition, the office acts as an advocate
for its students by working with faculty and admin

istrators in order to better accommodate students.
"The focus is access.. ..to make sure that students are
able to get the services they need in order to show that
they can be as competitive as students without disabili
ties," Chep said. He does qualify that by saying that
his philosophy is to "promote maximum student inde
pendence." Students with disabilities are free to de
cline the assistance of Disability Services.
The University is required by law to meet certain stan
dards mandated by Section 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973 and the Americans with Disabilities Act.
USD has been steadily improving its facilities in order
to increase physical access on campus. However more
needs to be done. Many of the campus' older struc
tures are not to code and leave the school open to the
possibility of a lawsuit. For example, Chep notes that
a freshman woman who uses a wheelchair could not be
housed in Camino/Founders because it does not have
an elevator or other modifications. He also points out
that the Sports Center's facilities are not wheelchair
friendly. Chep worries that prospective students with
severe physical disabilities "screen themselves out"

when they see the buildings on campus. But he also
notes that USD's small class size and close commu
nity can be significant advantages to students with
disabilities.
A USD sophomore who is physically disabled said
that he does not find the facilities too much of an
obstacle for him. He did however cite the school's
geographic location as its biggest drawback. "The
whole place is on a hill. So you're either going up
hill or down one. But there's nothing you can do
about it."
The growing number of students with various dis
abilities will require more funding and staff to main
tain the support services offered through USD's Of
fice of Disability Services. Chep would like to ex
pand the office in the future and will be hiring an
additional staff member soon in order to help man
age the needs of his students.

Suggestions, Submissions, Comments
E-mail: tgloria@acusd.edu

A little advice from Dr. Hanczor
Dr. Robert Hanczor is an assistant pro
fessor as well as the internship director
for the Department of Communications.
Ted Donovon: In the past, how have most of the
students landed their internships?
Robert Hanczor: We always welcome students to
find internships on their own. This has several ad
vantages for the students and also adds to our list of
positions that other students may use in subsequent
semesters. The majority of students, however, find
internships through my office. I have a running list
of approximately 120 jobs that are available each se
mester, though I've notices that most students cycle
through the same 40 or so.
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T.D.: What types of internships have students had
the most success with?
R.H.: All student? tend to perform well on their
internships. There are several reasons for this in
cluding the preparedness of our students for profes
sional work, their conscientious attitudes about their
careers, etc. The internships that students seem to
enjoy most are those that extend their academic in
terests. Not surprisingly, students who enjoy their
work will also perform well.
TD: Have any students you know of found a good
job after graduation that was a direct result of their
internship?
R.H.: Yes, though seldomly. If a student has a spe

cific set of skills to offer such as television
production experience, or Web site design,
they may be more valuable to the organiza
tion. Through portfolio and resume work
shops students prepare themselves to stand
out among the competition for new jobs.
T.D.: How do most students react when they
have a work experience outside USD?
R.H.: Most students have positive, reward
ing experiences. For others, internships
can have cathartic benefits. I know of many
students who were convinced that they
wanted a career in television. After one se
mester working with a local affiliate, they had
had enough. As I tell my students, the pro°
,
Ted Donovon
gram should be as much, if not more, about booking for a job?: Dr. Hariczor's database has over
learning which career paths are the ones they 20Q contactsfor internships.
choose not to follow.
the student doesn't feel that they will have a valuable
learning experience, they should graciously decline
T.D.: Has a student ever had a negative experience
the offer and look elsewhere.
with an internship ?
R.H.: Of course. Many students have expectations
for their professional experiences that they cannot
achieve. This usually happens when students jump into
a position without carefully interviewing the organiza
tion. I remind the students that they will play an im
portant role in their new organizations and that they
should not feel overly grateful for being offered a job.
Careful and respectful questions during the interview
process can ensure that the student learns exactly what
will be expected of her or him as a new employee. If

T.D.: Are there any common problems that students
encounter with internships?
R.H.: I try to carefully monitor the progress of my
students. Journals and periodic meetings help iden
tify any problems that may arise. I have absolutely

See HANCZOR
page 9

Calendar

See the world from
a whole new perspective.

What's Happening this Week

Thursday, October 1
5:00 p.m. - Actors'Anonymous resurrection. All those intersted in directing,
producing, tech. work, and performance are welcomed in an anarchic brain
storming effort to initate this semesters performance schedule. Aromas.
4:00 p.m. - History Professor Richard Unger, University of British Columbia,
will discuss "Sea-power, the Economy and Impact on the Environment in North
ern Europe in the Renaissance." University Center, Room 107 (reception to fol
low). Contact: Molly McClain, 260-4044.
4:30 p.m. - "An Afternoon of Language and Laughter" with noted author Rich
ard Lederer will be presented by Friends of USD Libraries Salon Series. Manches
ter Conference Center (reservations required). Contact: Laura Nottoli, 260-6866.
6:00 - 9:30 p.m. - "Direct Response Copywriting" will be the topic of a Certifi
cate in Direct Marketing course. Manchester Conference Center (fee). Contact:
Jodi Waterhouse, 260-4231.
6:30 - 9:30 p.m. - The Institute for Project Management will present "Project
Cost Estimating and Forecasting." Olin Hall (fee). Contact: Katy Peterson, 2602258.
8:00 p.m. - "Chamber Music for Piano & Woodwind Quintet" will feature SaintSaens' Caprice, Mozart's Quintet and Poulenc's Sextet. Performers include USD
students and faculty. French Parlor (fee). Contact: Fine Arts, 260-2280.

IZ COMING 10-2-98
www.pepsi.com/arrtz

Saturday, October 3

PW DISTRIBUTED BY DREAMWORKS DISTRIBUTION LLC.

TM S © 1998 DREAMWORKS L.L.C.

7:00 p.m. - USD football vs. Central Connecticut at Torero Stadium (fee). Con
tact: 260-4745.

Thursday, October 8

m

The Seventh Annual Faculty Art Exhibit takes place in the Visual Arts Center,
Sacred Heart Hall, Room 102. Hours are Monday - Friday, 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Contact: Fine Arts, 260-2280.
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presented at time of purchase and is not valid with other offers or discounts. Offer valid at time of purchase only and may not be discounted or
credited toward past or future purchases. Offer valid at Kinko's listed locations only. Coupon void where prohibited by law. No cash value. Offer
expires 1*2/31/98. ©1998 Kinko's, Inc. All rights reserved. Kinko's is a registered trademark of Kinko's Ventures, Inc. and is used by permission.
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Editorials and Perspectives

Pizza Boy gets a real job
CHRIS WEERTS

Sports Editor

I was originally turned on to the idea of getting an
internship by Dr. John Ronchetto, my marketing
teacher in the Fall of 1997. He swore up and down
that internships are the key to getting a good job when
you graduate because they will provide you with the
experience that potential employers covet. He also
told us that having an internship will put us ahead of
most of the people with whom we will be competing
for jobs when we graduate. This information excited
me, so I decided that the following semester I would
get an internship.
When I first registered for my internship class in the
Fall of 1997, 1 actually thought that all I had to do
was sign up and someone would hand me an intern
ship. Then we had our first class meeting and I real
ized that had to go out and find one for myself. At
this point I was intimidated because the best job that
I had on my resume was delivering pizzas. I figured
that I would never get a coveted internship with the
resume I had.
As I began my search, I knew I wanted to get into
sports broadcasting, but I had no idea how to get an
internship in that. I decided to ask my neighbor who
had been interning at one of the local television sta
tions and ask her how she got her position, and if she
could think of anyone for me to call or send a resume
to. She was able to give me the name of the contact
in the sports department where she worked at KNSD

7/39. I originally thought hundreds of people prob
ably applied for this internship, so I figured that I didn't
have a chance.
After my interview, I made a realization: Internships
are not hard to get. I know this might sound strange,
but it's the truth. During the interview, I discovered
that no one else had applied for this position. As it
turns out, they were really hoping that someone would
come in and apply, so I got the job. This was a shock
to me. But then I began to think, and I remembered
the database that Dr. Robert Hanczor has in the com
munications office with over 200 contacts.
I also recalled that there were only about 25 people
in the internship class. This provides the students in
the class as well as all of the students in the school
with a tremendous resource for getting internships.
Then as the summer was approaching I had to make a
decision on how I would spend the time.
First, I could go back home to beautiful Thousand
Oaks California and deliver pizzas as I did the previ
ous summer, or I could stay in San Diego and get an
other internship. My roommate at the time had found
an internship with Northwestern Mutual Life. He told
me about what he did there, and it sound like a great
experience. So, I gave them a call and applied for their
internship. I went through three interviews and spent
the summer working for Northwestern Mutual Life.
The internship over the summer with Northwestern
Mutual Life has been an eye-opening experience as
well. This company gives college students the oppor
tunity to become full time life insurance agents during

the summer and part-time agents during the school
year. This is a real world environment where you are
expected to keep up certain activity levels, find your
own clients, open and close cases, sell policies and
service clients. This particular internship lets you do
exactly what full-time life insurance agents do so you
can decide if it is a good career choice.
As of now, I have worked for KNSD 7/39 for 10
months and it has been a fantastic experience. I've
had the opportunity to go to the Super Bowl press
conferences in January, as well as work the game.
I've learned how to edit and produce a sportscast,
and this semester I will have the opportunity to build
my resume tape with interviews, stand-ups, packages
and I will be able to shoot my own sportscast. The
people that I am working with have given me great
advice and they have been a good resource for infor
mation. Through this internship, I've had the oppor
tunity to work with the play-by-play and color com
mentators for the television broadcasts of the SDSU
football games.
I know now from experience that there are more
internships available than there are applicants. Just
the communications department database and the two
huge binders in the library from the business school
have at least 500 internship possibilities between
them, and many internships have more than one po
sition open. Many internships go unfilled every year
and this is mostly due to students' fear of rejection or
simple laziness. Remember anyone one can get an
internship, even the lowly pizza boy

Job searching Internet style
JENNA CASTROGIOVANNI
Editor at Large
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The media is full of job postings in every field from
anthropology to zoology. When it comes down to an
actual job search, it can be quite frustrating to search
the local newspaper and come up with nothing but
ink stained hands and a couple of paper cuts. A safer
way to jump into the job search is to hit the net. We
hear about it so much, we might as well make it re
ally pay off, right? The Web is full of search engines
that may lead you directly to the job of your dreams
— or it may take a few thousand clicks of the mouse
to land that perfect job.
A great way to launch the search is to hit a couple of
Web sites strictly there for your job hunting pleasure.
For example, CareerMosaic.com not only lists jobs,
but also breaks them down into industry specific
fields. These fields include accounting and finance,
electronic engineering, health care and insurance in
dustries. Or you may survey one of the company
"Alliances" CareerMosaic has posted. One that caught
my attention is the Planet Career Center
(www.careermosaic.com/cm/planet/) based out of San

Diego. This site is sponsored by CareerMosaic and
103.7 "The Planet" and is able to perform job searches
within the San Diego area by your zip code. For all of
you computer and hi-tech whizzes, another
CareerMosaic alliance company is the San Diego Tech
Force, a search database for employment in high tech
nology companies such as Qualcomm. SONY, SUN
Microsystems and SAIC (Science Applications Inter
national Corporation), among many others.
If nothing peaks your interest, you may look over the
more than fifteen CareerMosaic employers. Once you
figure out which field is your forte, click away and you
will be linked to pages where you may browse the cur
rent opportunities, send and/or post your resume and
contact human resource departments for more infor
mation.
Visit the CollegeConnection page for employment in
formation, internships, job opportunities for college
students and a resume writing center for help with the
most important tool you have to land the job you want.
CareerMosaic is great source of updated information
and it is quite simple to navigate. Check it out.
Another career oriented Web site is The Career Builder

Network (TCBN) at www.careerbuilder.com. This
site has the same content as CareerMosaic, but they
have a different approach. The personal search agent
feature allows you to enter your geographical loca
tion of preference, then choose from over 60 fields
of choice, along with availability and salary prefer
ence.
Be warned though, you are requested to provide your
e-mail address when you send in your personal search
criteria. TCBN states they will provide the results of
the search in the next couple days. A long time to
wait if you are in a hunting mode. TCBN also pro
vides commentary on "Hot Companies of the Week,"
"Getting Hired" and "Managing Your Career."
There are hundreds of career web sites on this intri
cate superhiway which we have come to love or hate,
and know as "The Web."
Regardless of how you perceive the internet, many
of our decisions are based on the information it pro
vides. Take caution before you post anything personal
about yourself and your employment history out there.
For prospective companies it can be all they need to
see, and for others less desirable it may be the same.

P R I N C I P L E S
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RECENTLY,
MORNINGSTAR CALLED
US CHEAP.
IT'S NOT EVERY DAY
YOU GET A COMPLIMENT
LIKE THAT.
A II financial companies charge operating fees
JL V. and expenses —some more than others. Of
course, the lower the expenses you pay, the better.
That way, more of your money goes where it
should — towards building a comfortable future.

We make low expenses a top priority.
As the largest retirement system in the
world 1 —a nonprofit company locused exclu
sively on the financial needs of the educational
and research communities — our expenses are
among the lowest in the insurance and mutual
fund industries/
In fact, TIAA-CREF's 0.31% average lund
expenses are less than half ol the expense charges
of comparable funds.' It's why Mprningstar —
one of the nation's leading sources of annuity and
mutual fund information — says, "At that level
[TIAA-CREF] is, cheaper than any other

[variable annuity] policy, and is even compet
itive with the cheapest mutual fund complexes,
though it oflers far more benefits."'

"TIAA-CREF sets the standard in the
financial services industry."
Of course, expenses are only one factor to
consider when you make an investment decision.
Morningstar also noted our commitment to
"consumer education, service" and "solid
investment performance." Because that can
make a difference in the long run, too.
At TIAA-CREF", we believe people would
like to spend more in retirement, not on their
retirement company. Today, over two million
people count on that approach to help them
build a comfortable and secure future. So
can you. To find out more, call us at
I 800 8-12-2776. We'd consider it a compliment.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org
: I t

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.5'
1. Based on $236 billion in assets under management. 2. ShiinKirtf c->'Poor a In.uirancc Pa tint/ Anntyoio. 1998; Upper Analytical Serv ices. Inc..
I/// »/»t v•- / )trecti'/; > Analytical Data 1998 (Quarterly). 3. Ol the d.829 variable annuities tracked by .Morningstar, the average lund had total Ices
combining annual expenses ol 0.82"" plus an insurance expense of 1.27%. Source: Morningstar. Inc.. for periods ending 7/31/98.
-I. Source: Morningstar Principia I'ariablc. \nnititic,</I,ifc -1/30/98.
TlAA-CREF expenses are subject to change and are not guaranteed for the future. Past
TIAA-CREF Indiv idual and Institutional Services distributes CREF certificates and
For more complete information, including charges anil expenses, call I 800 8*12-2776. e.
Read them carelullv before vou invest or send

no guarantee ol luture results,
in the I IAA Real Estate Account.
3509. for the prospectuses.
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flip' Costa Rica
$513
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Eurailpasses issued on the spot!
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HANCZOR
continued from page 6
no tolerance for sexual harassment or other abuse.
For this reason I hold a sexual harassment work
shop each semester that helps students identify
how this issues arise in the workplace. First
experiences in professional organizations can be
intimidating enough without the added pressure
of these distracting issues.
Other, more innocuous problems include stu
dents feeling pressured to work additional hours
at the end of the semester - at the same time that
they begin to prepare for finals. Also, some stu
dents have complained about interpersonal and
group conflicts on the job. Fortunately, as com
munication ma jors, many of my students have the
skills to diffuse these
issues as they build reputations as dedicated team
players.
T.D.: Do you hove any recommendations for stu
dents who are interested in finding an internship?
R.H.: The intern directors and the Career Cen
ter here on campus are the best resources. Job
Track (jobtrack.com) is another excellent place
to begin, though 1 believe that working individu
ally with the intern directors can help the student
find a position for which they are best suited. Each
semester I have more openings than students to
fill them. The intern supervisors like USD stu
dents and that advantage has helped our students
find some of the best internship opportunities in
San Diego.

Got the inside scoop? I*

vista.acusd.edu

Email the VISTA
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Letters—
Responses to "You Just Might Be A Sorority Girl If

Dear Editor,
On behalf of the sorority women at the University of
San Diego, we would like to respond to your caption
regarding "sorority girls" in the September 24, 1998
issue of the Vista (VISTA 35-13). This caption made
several generalizations about all sorority women. We
understand the caption was written with the intention
to be humorous, but it resulted in the stereotyping of
over four hundred women on our campus. In order to
make such a rash judgement about sorority women,
we feel that you should be fully informed on what
sorority life at the University of San Diego has to of
fer.
There are over four hundred women in the Univer
sity of San Diego community that are members of
Greek life. Every member is unique and different in
her own special way. We have members that are in
volved in almost every organization on campus. There
are members that hold offices in Associated Students,
are Resident Assistants and are guides for Outdoor
Adventures. Our members play for University of San
Diego sports teams as well as intramurals. Besides
being involved in organizations across the campus,
there is also a focus on academics. Currently the allGreek Women Grade Point Average is higher than the

all Women Average at the University of San Diego. Our
members come from all across the United States with
many economic backgrounds. Sorority women do ser
vice in the University of San Diego's community, and
also off campus. Every year they give hundreds of vol
unteer hours and money to community service projects.
In just one event, last year the Greeks at USD were
able to raise $1,500 for a non-profit organization. Ev
ery year the Panhellenic Association co-sponsors speak
ers on women's issues and issues that face every stu
dent at the University of San Diego.
This information barely begins to describe all the
things that make each sorority woman unique and spe
cial to our organizations. It is our hope that this letter
communicates to you and your readers that sorority
membership is not about 'black pants' and 'going to
frat parties.' Please feel free to contact any Panhellenic
member in the Student Organizations office, UC113, if
we can provide any other information for you.

Sincerely,
(unsigned)
The Panhellenic Council of the University of San Di
ego.

Dear Editor,
The Interfraternity Council was saddened this week
to see that the Vista decided to degrade sorority
women. Your top ten in the Offbeat Section (VISTA
35-13) was not only offensive to the largest all
women's organization on this campus but also the larg
est all men's organization. The continued portrayal
of negative stereotypes used by your paper is sad be
cause you obviously have no idea what sororities stand
for. Not only do they supply a bond of sisterhood but
they work actively in the community and on campus.
These women have been an asset of service and have
maintained higher GPA's than unaffiliated undergradu
ate women on this campus. Maybe it is amusing to
the Vista to rehash old stereotypes about all women
and place them on sororities, but we at IFC think it
lowers the quality of your publication.
Sincerely,
(Unsigned)
Brian Sappington
IFC Vice President, Public Relations

Rll Letters to the Editor should be
sent to uista@acusd.edu.

Email your letters to

vista@acusd.edu
Straight Teeth in 6 Months
WITH THE LATEST TECHNIQUES

ABOUT DR. GEORGE...
Dr. Georgaklis has been serving
the USD community for over 16
years. He is a graduate of the
renowned Tufts University School of
Dentistry in Boston, MA and has
demonstrated that he is at the
forefront of the latest technology
and advances in dentistry.
Most importantly, Dr. George
treats every patient personally: his

BEFORE—with Crowdng

AFTER—Six moithslater

emphasis is on the individual,
gentle, personalized care. To

GEORGE C. GEORGAKLIS D.D.S.
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9339 Genesee flue., Ste 240

reduce anxiety we have eliminated
time spent in the waiting roomNitrous oxide and stereo head

Yes, we
still need
more
staff
personnel

phones are available fonmaximum *
comfort.

Orthodontics • Oral Surgery
TMJ Dysfunction
General & Cosmetic Dentistry

30% OFF Teeth Whitening
Call for a
10% OFF General Dentistry FREE consultation
& Orthodontic Services
(with mention of this ad)

552-1223

Commitment • Understanding • Integrity

-VISTA

AS this Week

The best house party at USD...
AS Open House

Tonight, Aromas will be taken over by Associated Students, United Front, and
Residence Life! Enjoy free food and music and check out how to get involved!

Top 5 Reasons to go to AS
Open House Tonight!
5. Free Subway sandwiches
and drinks - save the cash plus
for finals!
4. You don't have to wear a cute
outfit and strut the "Deli-walk"
in Aromas
3. Listen to an awesome
alternative band (for free)
2. Meet the AS and UF directors
and get involved!
1. Did I mention, it is all FREE!

NICOLE NUNES
Special to the VISTA
You have just sat down in Aromas with
your steaming Cafe Mocha ready for an
other fun study session. Just as you reach
into your bag to pull out your textbook,
in comes some rowdy Alternative band
and deliverymen with lots of free
food...Welcome to AS Open House. To
night, on Oct. 1, 1998, at 7 p.m. the
peaceful Aromas coffeehouse is taken
over by the Associated Students, United
Front and Residence Life troopers.
The alternative band The Killingtons
will be performing and there will be free
sub sandwiches and drinks. The
Killingtons are one of Southern
California's hottest alternative bands.

Don't miss the opportunity to see this
band for free before they become the
next alternative sensation," said Dave
Sumpter, director of concerts for AS.
The Open House also gives students the
opportunity to meet the AS Directors,
United Front and Residence Life repre
sentatives. "This is the one of the only
events of the year that those departments
will be together, not to mention it is go
ing to be a great time!" said Mike Zillox,
vice president of programming for As
sociated Students. Now that the stress
of beginning a new school year has sub
sided, this is the perfect opportunity to
get involved in campus activities.
So program the VCR to record
"Friends" and join the party with your
USD friends down in Aromas tonight!

Lend a hand join AS
Community
Service

This week is Community Pulse
Week and the Community Service
office has a wide variety of activities
for students to participate in. From
the AIDS Walk to Linda Vista Kids,
there is Community Service to fit
every interest.
There is an
informational table outside the
University Center from 10 a.m - 2
p.m. all week long for students to sign
up. Even if you can not offer time
this week, you can donate food,
clothes and shoes in the UC Foyer.
Volunteers are needed throughout
the school year, not just during
Community Pulse Week. If you are
interested in the service opportunities
through the University, contact Jenn
Ramoli at extension 260-4206.
Co-Director of Community Service,
Jenn Castello said, "Ours is definitely
a hands-on world...If you want to
make a difference - Make It Happen!"

This Week

...is
Community Pulse Week
Today, Oct. 1
AS Open House in Aromas at
7:00pm featuring 'The
Killingtons"
Workplace Literacy Meeting
7:00pm in Camino 108
Volunteers for Youth Meeting
8:00pm United Front

Friday, Oct. 2
Freshman Family Weekend
begins - through Sunday
Linda Vista Kids - Bayside
Settlement House After School
Program from 2:30 to 4:30
Van Shuttles will take you to
the sight. Meet at the island
between the UC and Maher;
comes every 20 minutes.
Women's Soccer vs. Fresno
State at 7 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 3
Fiesta Island Beach Clean-up:
meet at the ATM at 10:00am
Football vs. Central
Connecticut at 7 p.m.

Sunday, Oct. 4
AIDS Walk Balboa Park 8 p.m.
- 1 2 p.m.

Oct. 5 - Oct. 9 is Italian
Heritage Week
Monday, Oct. 5
Keynote Speaker - Dorothy
Hajdys "Don't Ask, Don't Tell: A
Mother Speaks Out" at 7 p.m.
at Manchester

Tuesday, Oct. 6

Come meet the AS Executive Board and Directors
at Aromas tonight at 7 p.m. They look forward to
meeting you and answering any questions you many
have about Associated Students and campus
involvement in general.

Homecoming General
Elections 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. in
the UC
NIAF Gelato Booth
Women's Soccer vs. San
Diego State at 7 p.m.
Romeo and Juliet at the Old
Globe at 8 p.m.

Wednesday, October 7
Homecoming General Election
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Homophobia Workshop at
6:30 p.m. in Manchester

Resume

are you
Really.
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Pick 3 "core" qualities and
show off. Make sure to
include only those things
which are relevant. Em
phasize the good and in
corporate examples which
portray you as the perfect
person for the job. But.
don't lie. Someday, some
how, they will find out.

-H-'r?"

John W. Smith

Personal
Information
• Name
• Address
• Phone
• E-mail

Writi

123 Happy Street, #45
San Diego, CA92110
619-555-3825 — jwsmith@acusd.edu

OBJECTIVE

Union-Tribune Staff Writer/Photographer

EDUCATION

University of San Diego - San Diego, California
Bachelor of Arts, May, 1999
Major: Communication Studies
Minor: English

EXPERIENCE

VISTA Newspaper, University of San Diego
News Editor. Photographer
Fall 1997, Spring 1998
• Reported on important campus events
• Weekly interviews of teachers, administration, and students

O

Education
Here's where your taition
money talks. Since you
paid to go here, you should
at least get the bragging
rights afforded you. So let
your future employer know
that (ISD taught you well.

Street Times Magazine - San Diego, CA
Photographer. Writer
Summer 1997
• Photographed and interviewed music acts and events
• Assisted in creation of new computerized organization of photographs and stories
Media Center, University of San Diego
Student Assistant
Fall, 1996
• Assisted in preparation of Shiley Theater for presidential debate
• School videographer for Sam Donaldson debate luncheon, Oct. 16, 1996, Hyatt Hotel,
San Diego.

ACTIVITIES

USD Resident Assistant

SKILLS

Computers: Adobe Pagemaker, Photoshop, Illustrator, Quark Xpress, Windows 95/98/
NT, Mac OS, Word 98, Office 98, Internet Explorer, Netscape

Writing Center Tutor

Photography: 3 years experience, 35mm and medium format. Digital photography
Language: Working knowledge of Spanish
AWARDS

COMMUNITY
SERVICE

USD Trustee Scholarship

Tijuana Building Project

Dean's List, First Honors

9

Finally,
the fillers
Show your future employer that
you did more then just hit the
books. Volunteering all those
hours at the soup kitchen may
not have increased your pocketbook, but it increases your re
sume. Don't discard it.
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Women's HIV Conference

CD

San Diego Special Olympics

San Diego Blood Bank
CQ

2
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The VISTfl extends a special thanks to USD Career Services for providing us with the above
information, flny further questions should be addressed by them in Hughes, 110, or at ext. 4654.
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Forget resumes, work for yourself
Ted Donovon
Editor in Chief

these problems."
2. Entrepreneurs must be future-oriented. Peter Jason
Riley, CPA, said that, "successful entrepreneurs don't
get overwhelmed or consumed by day-to-day problems.
They have a vision for the future of their company and
make an effort to understand the trends and forces that
will impact their ability to achieve that vision."
3. An entrepreneur must take calculated risks. "A suc
cessful entrepreneur is a good judge of acceptable risk

After graduating from USD, I have absolutely no
intention of trying to find a job. My goal is to go
through my entire post-college life without ever in
terviewing for a job, punching a time card, working
set hours or answering to superiors. Frankly, a life
like that scares me.
Instead, I am looking forward to venturing out on
my own. I want to be an entrepreneur and start my
own business. That will truly be the life. I will be my a
—
own boss and make up my own rules. I will work
whenever I want to, and take my vacations when I
please. Plus, I'll get to take the biggest share of the
company's income. There is no occupation in the
world that can reap the same benefits as entrepreneurship. The possibilities are limitless.
However, being a successful entrepreneur doesn't
come easy. There are many factors working against
Peter Jason Riley, CPA
people trying to start up their own business. Most
new businesses fail within the first couple of years.
Even successful operations usually spend a few years levels. They always research a topic before trying to
in the red before turning a profit.
make decisions and leave no stone unturned. They tend
In addition to the slim chances of a new business to be an adventurous group but always minimize their
succeeding comes a far more important consideration: risk with alternate plans should something unexpected
the personality of the prospective entrepreneur. It arise," said Kulzer
takes a particular type of individual to get a business
4. Entrepreneurs must not fear rejection. According
off the ground. In reality, most people (about 99 per to Kulzer, "dealing with rejection is part of being an
cent) do not possess the ability to succeed as an en entrepreneur. When you become an entrepreneur, you
trepreneur.
step out of the comfort zone for many people. Whether
All successful entrepreneurs exhibit very specific it is out of jealousy or other factors, there are many
traits. Due to the self-reliance that entrepreneurship people that will not want you to succeed. You must
requires, a person who does not posses all of the traits overcome this by believing in your business and stick
will have a more difficult time succeeding in busi ing to it until you obtain the level of success you de
ness, no matter how good their ideas are. Take a look sire."
at the following list of characteristics and see how
5. People trying to start their own business should be
you match up.
team oriented. According to David Glass, president of
1. The entrepreneur must be a problem solver. Ac the Ohio Society of CPAs Akron/Canton Chapter, "most
cording to Tom Kulzer, editor of Electro-MLM Di successful entrepreneurs recognize they can't build or
gest, "Entrepreneurs have an uncanny ability to find run their business alone. Delegating responsibilities to
solutions for difficult problems. The business envi teams of employees or even outside consultants will
ronment of a start up company will present you with not only allow the company to focus on its core com
many unique problems. It is your job to quickly solve petencies, but also will improve the efficiency of its

Successful entrepreneurs
don't get overwhelmed or
consumed by day-to-day
problems.

Lessons That
Will Last
A Lifetime.
O F F I C E R

T R A I N I N G

S C H O O L

Put that college degree to use by enrolling into the Air Force Officer
Training School. Upon successful completion of the Officer Training
School, you will become a commissioned Air Force officer with
earned respect and benefits like - great starting pay, medical and
dental care, management and travel
AIM HIGH
opportunities. For more on how to qualify
and get your career soaring with the
Air Force Officer Training School, call
1-800-423-USAF, or visit our website at
www.airforce.comwww.airforce.com.
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operations and provide avenues for creative ideas to
filter their way to management."
6. There are also many particular personality traits
exhibited by most successful entrepreneurs. A test
was developed by Northwestern Mutual Life which
was based upon studies that reveal common charac
teristics among entrepreneurs. In the test, more points
are awarded to traits such as stubborness and a pref
erence to be alone as youngsters. According to the
test, "stubbornness as a child seems to translate into
determination to do
things one's own way — a hallmark of entrepreneurs."
The test also awarded more points to people who
were not top achievers in school (for example. Bill
Gates was a terrible student). People who started
childhood operations or ran for school office were
also given more points. However, people enthusias
tic about group activities in school lost points. Ac
cording to the test, "entrepreneurial personalities seem
easily bored."
One apparent contradiction in these criteria is that
entrepreneurs must have a strong sense of individu
ality while still having the ability to be a team player.
The art of entreperneurship is that the person must
take the initiative and drive the company toward suc
cess, and at the same time appeal to his or her staff to
get the job done.
Despite the fact that the chances of a person suc
ceeding as an entrepreneur are slim, keep in mind that
this country caters to small business. Our system al
lows anybody to start their own business. The ability
for a new business to succeed is only limited by ac
ceptance in the market.
Since only a small percentage of people in the United
States are government employees, most people earn
their money from a small business, or a business that
was small sometime in the past. All of the major cor
porations today such as Microsoft, General Motors,
Coca-Cola and Disney are all the creations of entre
preneurs. All of these people had a marketable idea
and dedicated their lives to making their businesses
work, and were ultimately rewarded for their effort.
Do you have what it takes?

El Tecolote Bar
MONDAYS:
Football Nights
THURSDAYS:
College Nights
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Domestic Drafts:
S 1.00 Mugs
$ 4.00 Pitchers

FRIDAYS: Rock and Funk Bands

A*i

SHOW YOUR USD I.D.
GET DOMESTIC MUGS $ 1.00 PITCHERS $ 4.00
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Say hello
to iMac.
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iMac"' is on campus. Come see the computer that doesn't look, feel
or behave like any computer you've seen. Because iMac is easy to buy (no
extra decisions). Easy to set up (just add electricity). And easy to use
(one click and hello, internet). iMac is the simple, affordable way to get
a high-performance computer, right out of the box.
PowerPC"' G3 processor (faster than any Pentium II*),
4-gigabyte hard disk, 32 megabytes RAM, 56Kmodem.

Your special student price:

$1,249

Come see it on campus at:
USD Bookstore
Computer Department
(619) 260-4551, ext. 2153

Authorized
Campus Reseller

Authorized
Service Center
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Entertainment and News Around San Diego
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Skip and Tyler's Concert Series

SPRUNG MONKEY
S T I R L I N G " S K I P" P E R R Y
& TYLER LAMB
Leisurepimp Editors
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With punk music, there are hundreds of bands that
are all pretty much the same. Same style, same mu
sic, same attitude. Sprung Monkey is different. Their
concert at Canes last Saturday was showed why they
have made it and other bands have not. Sprung Mon
key has personality, charm, charisma and just plain
good music.
The backbone of the band is their lead singer, Steve
Summers, He doesn't play an instrument so he has
the freedom to move around the stage and really get
the audience going. More than anything else, Sum
mers gives the band the extra energy and style that
sets them apart. He dances, shakes and jumps his
way into the audience's heart. He really knows how
to tap into a crowd. In many songs Summers even
passed the mic to the audience for a few lyrics (one
girl gave a rousing rendition of "Get it Outta Here").
Backing up Summers on guitar is his brother, Mike,
as well as William Riley. Tony Delocht played the
bass guitar with Ernie Longoria on the drums. Sprung
Monkey has developed a style where each member
complements another with energy and spirit. While
Mike Summers was quiet and subdued, his brother
brought life into the band. Riley concentrated on rip
ping sound out of his guitar, while ^elocht galloped
around with his bass. Longoria laid the rhythmic
foundation while providing a animated backdrop for
the whole band. Longoria was intense, dedicated and
very good at what he did (the "best drummer in San
Diego" according to Steve Summers).
It is no accident that Sprung Monkey is on their way
to the top. They are actually good musicians and a
great band. That is somewhat of a rarity these days
with so many mediocre pop bands making it because
of one lucky hit. Sprung Monkey has a portfolio of
songs that is diverse and creative. They aren't just a
pure punk band.
At the concert they played a majestic cover of Tom
Petty's "American Girl" along with a little ditty
cal!ed"Sweet Home San Diego" (basically Lynyrd
Skynard with a wee bit-o-punk).
A good band they are, but they're no Led Zeppelin.
Steve Summers introduced Mike, prompting him to
play a solo. What followed was an elementary, mo
notonous two-note pattern repeated over and over
again. Not much of a solo. Of course, other than
vocals, their music didn't require much creativity on
instruments, so Mike Summers got the job done.
Their talent complemented the great intensity that
was the highlight of the show. The all age crowd was

Tyler Lamb

Get 'Em Outta Here!: The audience at the Sprung Monkey concert responded to the bands "trouble" with
frenzied excitement.
thrown into a frenzy through much of the concert, but
when Steve thanked the security (including personal
favorites, Largo and Raquelle) and told the audience
to, "give security something to do" the audience re
sponded without question. Pumping the crowd up is
definitely the forte of Sprung Monkey, as the audi
ence responded to every song with fervor and excite
ment.
Sprung Monkey gave San Diego a show that a home
town is worthy of. He thanked everyone, from their
fans to the local radio stations and clubs that helped
them get their start. They also realize that "Get 'em
Outta Here" is their savior song, and they humbly
thanked everyone that helped to make it so. All this
work is clearly working as radio stations across
America have been playing "Get 'em Outta Here",
exhibiting that they're on the way to the top.
This rise will keep them away from San Diego for a
while, so if you didn't see them Saturday at 'Canes,
you may have a while to wait. However, if things keep
going the way they have been, their return may be one
of the bigger concert events in San Diego.
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A Soldier's Daughter Never Cries

STIRLING "SKIP" PERRY
Leisurepimp Editor

These days the Hollywood movie
machine has been pumping out an end
less number of films devoid of any
kind of meaning, emotion or culture.
Special effects and carpet-bomb adver
tising have replaced writing, acting
and directing as the key to a success
ful movie. This is where movies like
A Soldier's Daughter Never Cries fit
into the picture. It is a brilliant movie
full of real emotion, real tragedy and
real purpose.
A Soldier's Daughter Never Cries
falls under the label of independent
film. Because of the cultural vacuum
in Hollywood (and LA), many film
companies have had to move outside
the Hollywood machine to be able to
fund and produce truly quality mov
ies.
What has resulted is a small but grow
ing niche in the movie industry con
sisting of films that exist as works of
art and passion, rather than moneymaking devices. Movies like Twister
and Titanic (the special effects were

finished before a script was ever written)
are a growing trend (cancer) in the in
dustry that purports that movies with
larger budgets will inherently be more
successful. A Soldier's Daughter Never
Cries was created with exactly the oppo
site in mind.
The film follows the life and lessons of
an American Family living in Paris. Kris
Kristofferson plays Bill Willis, a famous
American author who heads the family
along with his wife Marcella (played by
Barbara Hershey) and daughter Channe
(Lee-Lee Sobieski). The movie begins
with the tumultuous adoption of young
Billy into the Willis family. His teenage
mother at first regrets giving-up her child
but eventually she realizes that the adop
tion would be the best situation for Billy.
The movie continues later in the life of
Channe as she is reaching puberty. She
befriends an artistic boy named Francis
and they become inseparable friends, two
American kids in a foreign city. Francis
becomes morose and withdrawn as
Channe's interests turn to other boys. As
her father's health deteriorates, the fam
ily decides to move to Long Island.
Billy and Channe have the same

troubles fitting into an American high
school as they did in Paris schools.
Shanne turns to sexual promiscuity in a
search for emotional satisfaction while
Billy becomes even more introverted.
Bill Willis' health continues to decline,
as he finishes his last novel, until one day
he is dead. But in his last months, he
teaches his children important lessons
about relationships, love and living. The
Willis family develops a tighter bond
because of his death and Billy finally
learns about the life of his biological
mother.
Although the plot is seemingly simple
and straightforward, the profound depth
of A Soldier's Daughter Never Cries
makes it a better film than any that have
come out of Hollywood.
The emotional intricacies and tragedies
interwoven into the fabric of the film
make it a movie that is more than just
fun and entertainment. It is a movie than
elicits feeling and thought, not merely a
generic-Romeo-and-Juliet-love-storyon-a-boat. There are no special effects,
no advertising blitz to carry the movie.
It stands on its own as an excellent cin
ematic work of art.

Most of the film's quality stems from
the majestic performances of
Kristofferson, Hershey and Sobieski.
Barbara
Hershey
and
Kris
Kristofferson are already established
members of the acting community but
it was Lee-Lee Sobieski's performance
that truly made the film. She was re
cently discovered in a high school caf
eteria and played opposite Elijah Wood
in Deep Impact. This film is her first
serious role and the first opportunity
for the public to really see her natural
ability as an actress.
It's a shame that more people haven't
discovered the beauty and art of "indy"
films like A Soldier's Daughter Never
Cries. Hollywood can produce mov
ies that are entertaining (sometimes)
but it's the companies and directors
outside of the Hollywood machine that
are making the best movies on the mar
ket. A Soldier's Daughter Never Cries
just opened at various Landmark The
aters around town. Go check it out if
you want to actually see a movie that
is more than just entertainment, more
than just a cheesy love story with spe
cial effects.

Leisurepimp feels out Da' Blasta
TYLER LAMB
Assistant Leisurepimp
USD will finally enter the realm of
musical diversity as hip hop group
Turntable Bay will stop by to share
with us their unique blend of organic
rap. Different from all the punk that
comes to USD, Turntable Bay will
enlighten the student body about hiphop, something many of us listen to,
but rarely are given the chance to ex
perience live.
Turntable Bay began their career in
Los Angeles, where Vic "Da Blasta"
Williams, the voice behind Turntable
Bay would show up at parties and rap
contests. He says he would pick up
the mic and do anything "to get the
lights on me." Da Blasta, highly in
fluenced by the old school hip-hop
battles and freestyles, found his way
to Seattle during a tour and, "fell in
love with it. [Seattle] is so peaceful
and nice." He felt like he had to get
away from "the epicenter of the LA
riots" and thought a move would help
that.
Da Blasta moved up north and be
gan recording with drummer Ratboy
and co-producer Scott Schorr. What

they created was something new and ex
citing in hip-hop. They took out the DJ
and turntables, and went for a truly or
ganic sound, relying only on a rapper
and drum kit. So why the name "Turn
table Bay"? As it turns out, they picked
up the name in a Northern California city
and thought it would be a good name.
Da Blasta said, "We try to be creative.
We use a lot of paradoxes."
When asked why they strayed from the
sampling that most hip-hop relies on, Da
Blasta said that they, "were surveying
the landscape [of hip-hop] and saw a lot
of Puffy. There was a definite void in
creativity."
Turntable Bay recorded a demo tape
in Seattle that sold very well, consider
ing that they did not have any way to
promote it. They began to gain recog
nition for their unique style and great
live shows. Turntable Bay has played
in hundreds of shows, opening for such
acts as 01' Dirty Bastard, Run-DMC,
Digital Underground, X, Sunny Day
Real Estate and a slew of others.
Da Blasta said that he personally has
performed in over a thousand live shows
around the nation. Opening for some
of hip-hop's greatest can be a daunting
task, but Da Blasta said that they never

change their style for different shows,
as they "stick to the formula" that has
propelled them to where they are now.
The USD show on October 15 will not
be the first for Da Blasta, as he played
here several years ago with an older
band by the name of the World Peace
Posse.
However, things have changed since
then, and Da Blasta promises a great
show here at USD. It will be a mix of
songs from their first album No Samples
and other songs from the studio.
Yet the highlight of the show will be
what Da Blasta describes as "off the
head freestyle", the mark of a truly tal
ented hip-hop artist. He said, "The head
of our thing is freestyle." This was what
he started with, and this is what makes
him so dynamic now. It is the freestyle
portion of the show that makes each
show an original, and is a big reason to
check out Turntable Bay.
Hip-hop has grown by leaps and
bounds the past few years, but not all of
it is for the good. Killings, controversy
and internal battles have marred the in
dustry and like every hip-hop personal
ity, Da Blasta has his own take on the
situation. He says that many hip-hop
battles are "all good on the positive tip."

He enjoys the "pure competition of
lyrical battles" but is not as fond of the
constant flaunting of many modem rap
pers. Da Blasta also commented on the
broadening of hip-hop to the white
community saying that the "music
stands on its own" and he "could care
less" about his audience being white
or not. All Da Blasta wants is for his
audience to enjoy the music.
Turntable Bay represents a new and
creative form of hip-hop that is refresh
ing in these recent times. They offer
people a natural sound that is a com
plete turn around from the sampling of
nearly every other rap group.
From the song remaking of Puff
Daddy, to the haunting strings of the
Wu-Tang Clan, to the southern thump
of Master P and his No Limit Soldiers,
Turntable Bay has one of the most
unique sounds in rap. Their combina
tion of live drumming and rapping is a
godsend to hip-hop and shows that they
have real talent in a genre that has been
attacked for is lack of musical capabil
ity.
Turntable Bay is definitely a group to
watch in the future, but for now, de
light in their performance at USD on
October 15.
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The Section Formerly Known As

OFFBEATWritten anil directed by Margie Pierce

BLONDE
MARGIE PIERCE
tSfkaOB Editor
It's one thing to plant separate winter and summer
grass to ensure an aesthetically pleasing lawn all year
long, but spray painting it green? Sure the paint was
almost disguised as fertilizer, but I know what I saw.
One minute the grass is a yellowish green, and the
next minute some guy comes along and spray paints
it blue green. I guess that is one way to save on manual
labor. Spray painting grass is like plucking eye
brows—it looks good at first, but it will inevitably
grow back and look worse. It's enough that so many
people on our campus waste so much money and en
ergy trying to look blond, does the plant life have to
deal with getting dye jobs every week as well? Per
sonally, I think the potential hazard of browning grass
is so imminent that we should just pull up the entire
lawn and put in astroturf. (Now that would be some
thing, we could sit on the grass without getting green
stains or having little bugs crawl on us. I would no
longer have to tie my sweatshirt around my waist to
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It's that time of the month, Libra. No,
your birthday. Employment opportuni
ties will present themselves towards the
7th, but be cautious when accepting
them— particularly any internships with
government officials. In the field of ro
mance, Venus has tilted away from the
sun, which means that the only people
who will be attracted to you this week
are small, balding men in Lycra shorts
and possibly an overweight belly dancer.
Your lucky numbers are 3, 17, and 12.

ROOTS
cover up the wet spot I get from sitting on wet grass.)
The absolute worse thing about all this is that they didn't
even paint an "M" in the grass for me.
I seriously think that we are taking this beauty thing
way too far. I'm starting to worry that one of these days
I'm going to get kicked out of school for having a bad
hair day. I mean USD can't have any of these ugly
people walking around on campus. What if the visitors
see me? They might think everybody at USD is unat
tractive and we can't have that happen, now can we?
Just the other day I overheard a girl say she didn't want
to eat in the Deli again, because she couldn't endure
another walk down the "catwalk." It's absurd. What
kind of place are we living in here, where the pretty
people are scarrier than the food and drinks at the Deli?
(And you have to admit the Deli has some pretty in
timidating Fruitopia, with all that funky alien debris
floating around in it.)
People have tried to help me out though. Man, how
they've tried. They always make it sound so nice, too.
Can I give you a makeover? Let's do your nails! Why
don't we go shopping? Then they come at me with
torture devices they like to call "tweezers" and "eye
lash" curlers. Not to mention those freaky curling irons

Aires: Your birth moon has moved into the
farthest orbit of Alderon, an event which should
bring you great happiness. And maybe some
pickles. The dill kind.
Aquarius: Mars is aligned with the third star
of Panea. You should call your mother.
Pisces: Beware of complicated situations, es
pecially those involving livestock.
Scorpio: This week you will have a lifechanging experience. Avoid green Jell-O.
Leo: You will encounter many upbeat and
motivational people this week. Ignore them.

that make your hair sizzle. I have a feeling it's all
part of a huge conspiracy to get us looking like nor
mal people before we graduate. "They" start with
the girls who get them all to wear black pants and
button up white shirts. Then they move on to the
boys with their khakis and polo shirts. Since we all
want to be just like the other girls and boys, .the guys
slowly, almost imperceptibly incorporate polo shirts
into their wardrobes and the pants without pockets
suddenly appear in all the girl's closets.
In class we learn about corsets and Chinese
footbinding, Napolean's tights and George
Washington's wig and oh how we gasp in horror at
the torture women put themselves through and the
clown-like manner in which the men dressed. Then
the girls go home from class and pull on that pair of
size three jeans and suck in their breaths and jump up
and down while holding the zipper until it either
breaks, they fall through the floor, or eventually they
get them zipped up. Most girls are quite honest about
it all. Ask them what size they wear and they'll tell
you they wear a size eleven-but they can fit into a
size zero if they want to.
Guys aren't exempt from this quest for beauty ei
ther. I've known plenty of guys who enjoy a good
manicure every now and then-even a few who paint
their nails, (baby blue looks cool whether you're walk
ing around campus in your sandles or carrying around
your matching surfboard). Any USD guy who doesn't
either highlight, blow dry, or gel his hair is either still
hung over or dating someone back home. I think USD
might be the only place on earth where the women
are finished getting ready to go out before the men
are.
Which reminds me, I have to go pour hot wax on
my legs so that I can wear my mini skirt this week
and, oh no! Is that an extra eyebrow hair? I feel the
urge to go pull out a few one by one until my entire
forehead turns bright red and burns like salt in an open
wound. Really, it makes me feel better about myself.

Virgo: No matter how bad classes are going, I
it is too early in the semester to throw yourself *
in front of the tram.
•
•
Gemini (& Taurus): Time to reconsider the I
implants.
*
Cancer: The fall equinox will inhibit your
powers of reason this week.

•
•
•

Sagittarius: That wasn't chicken in your
sandwich yesterday.

•
•
•

Capricorn: The last stage of the lunar cycle I
shall bring you great prosperity this week.
•
Don't let Student Accounts know about this.
•
•

Sports

Out of the dark and into the light
ROBERT TERRELL
Staff Writer

The difference between the two matches played by
the USD men's soccer team this weekend was night
and day. The first match, played under the darkness
on night, was characterized by fast-paced yet unpro
ductive action. The Toreros' second game, played un
der blue skies and a bright sun, was played calmly
and with poise, leading them to a more desirable
outcome.
The Toreros' first match of the Sixth Annual USD/
Diadora Classic was played Friday night at Torero
stadium against the UCLA Bruins. The Bruins came
into this match ranked No. 10 in the nation while car
rying with them the title of defending national cham
pions. The Toreros had just come off of a 2-0 vic
tory against Cal State Northridge giving them three
wins on the season, whereas UCLA had only lost
one match so far this season.
The crowd of 2,760 people no doubt fueled the fire
beneath many of the players on the field. The action
was fast and furious, as neither team could mount a
lasting attack. After being unable to capitalize ear
lier on their own opportunities, the Toreros fell be
hind in the 33rd minute when UCLA's Shaun Tsakiris
fired in a shot from 25 yards out on the right side.
Despite trailing by a goal at halftime, USD was still
in position to come away from this match with a vic
tory.
In the second half, the Toreros continued to fight

toward erasing the one-goal deficit. Their best oppor
tunity came when defender Roland Weisheit fired a shot
while cutting to his left across the UCLA penalty area.
Despite the power and accuracy behind the ball, UCLA's
keeper, Nick Rimando, was able to push the ball wide.
Later in the half USD began to push up looking for
the equalizing goal. This allowed UCLA to mount dan
gerous counter attacks against the Toreros' defense.
Goalkeeper Na'Ron Akins did his best to keep USD in
the game, but in the 86lh minute, opponent Seth George
neatly tucked the ball into the side-netting of the goal
to clinch the victory for UCLA.
On Sunday afternoon at Torero Stadium the Toreros
faced the Pioneers from the University of Denver. From
the opening whistle, the Toreros took control of the
game. All eleven players strung their passes together
beautifully. Although Denver managed to fire nine shots
during the course of the game, the Toreros' keepers
Akins and Justin Neerhof were only forced to fend off
one shot on goal.
USD opened the scoring late in the first half. Senior
midfielder Leighton O'Brien sent a ball for senior for
ward Devin Ebright who placed the ball past the Pio
neer keeper, Richard Sletvoid, from 12 yards out on
the left side. After a goal by sophomore midfielder
Miguel Suazo in the 50th minute put the Toreros up by
two goals, O'Brien added a goal of his own. Midfielder
Mike Piserchio set the ball up for O'Brien, who fired
the ball 25 yards into the upper right corner of the goal.
The scoring continued when Ebright added his second
goal of the game in the 69lh minute. In the 72nd minute,

O'Brien notched his second goal after running down
a low cross by junior defender Erin O'Connor. The
Toreros' scoring festival concluded when forward
Joel Armstrong received a pass from senior forward
Frederico Seitum and proceeded to place the ball be
tween the near goal post and the Pioneer keeper.
This relaxed Torero team proved deadly to the
University of Denver finishing the tournament with
one loss and one large 6-0 win.

Joseph Galascione

Down he goes: Joel Armstrong takes the ball from a
UCLA defender, putting pressure on the Bruins.

Volleyball wins eight straight matches
JEANETTE FINETE
Sports Editor

The Toreros' eighth consecutive win was against
Cal State Northridge last Friday. This streak is also
marked by Petia Yanchulova surpassing 1,000 ca
reer kills.
USD dominated the Matadors of CS Northridge
who failed to earn any points in the first game. How
ever, Northridge came back to win the second game
withascoreof 13-15. "After the first game, we didn't
take Northridge as a challenge. We relaxed and
weren't prepared for them to fight back," said junior
outside-hitter Petia Yanchulova. Yanchulova led the
team with 22 kills and was second in digs with 20
against Northridge.
The battle continued with the Toreros fighting back
strong, and won the next two games to win the match.
"We pulled together as a team, our passing game was
stronger, and we got our momentum back. I could

feel the energy on the court," said sophomore outsidehitter Adrian Frediani. Frediani led the team with 25
digs and was third in kills with 14 against Northridge.
USD out numbered CSN in overall kills by 28, and
showed a higher attack average.
Earlier last week the Toreros took on UC Irvine.
Freshmen Ann Mott, Stephanie Moreno and Debra
Robertson, who led the team with nine kills and 13
digs, contributed to the undefeated match. "We have a
young team and I'm impressed how our freshmen have
stepped up to the task," said senior leader middleblocker Lisa Ravensberg.
Again, the Toreros' team attack average surpassed
their opponent. USD's hitting average out numbered
Irvine by 11 kills.
This weekend the Toreros (No. 1 in pre-conference
matches) begin to play conference matches starting
with Gonzaga (No. 7) and Portland (No. 6). "Even
though the teams aren't ranked high, it will be a long
weekend, since we will be on the road," Ravensberg
said.
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Killer: Sophomore outside-hitter Adrian Frediani
had 14 kills and led the team with 25 digs against C.S.
Northridge
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Toreros come up short against CLU
CHRIS WEERTS
Sports Editor
THOUSAND OAKS—After suffering a tough
loss to University of Redlands, the Toreros trav
eled north to try to avenge last year's loss to Cal
Lutheran University.
The Toreros offense started off slowly against
the Kingsman punting twice after gaining only 10
yards in their first two possessions. The defense
kept CLU bottled up as well for most of the first
quarter but with less than five minutes left the
Kingsman mounted what would turn out to be a
10-play, 58-yard drive ending in a seven- yard
touchdown run.
The second quarter began similarly to the first
with the Toreros' offense punting twice. Late in
the quarter after an interception by sophomore free
safety Kyle Slusser giving the Toreros the ball at
midfield with 1:44 left in the half. USD began a
quick drive highlighted by an 18-yard run by jun
ior quarterback Mike Stadler and a 20-yard touch
down pass from Stadler to freshman wide receiver
Bobby Doherty with 33 seconds left in the half.
"This week we got better offensively," said Head
Coach Kevin McGarry.
The Toreros started off the second half moving
the ball well but on third down and one yard,
Stadler threw an interception on the Kingsman 41yard line which was returned 42 yards by defen
sive back Jake Halas to the USD 17-yard line. Cal
Lutheran converted that turnover into a 21-yard
touchdown scamper by running back Dorian Stitt
giving the Kingsman the lead 16-7.
Early in the fourth quarter Slusser haulted an-

Scoring Summary
Cal Lutheran
San Diego

9 7 10^—26
6—13

7 0

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
Rushing—C.L., Nanhed 16-100, Stitt 1871, Odenath 11-49, Hernandez 4-14. S.D.,
Arzu 18-80, Stadler 4-16, Hampton 9-7,
Stansbury 3-4.
Passing—C.L., Hernadez 6-13-1-77,
Odenath 6-7-1-51. S.D., Stadler 16-27-2-163.
Receiving—C.L., McAllister 4-33, Fowle 431, Salic 1-38, Stitt 1-16, Jensen 1-7, Greetis
1-3. S.D., Ching 10 105, Doherty 5-58,
Closson 1-0
Punting—C.L., Kevern 4-181 -45.3 S.D.,
Donnelly 6-234-39.
Filed Goals—C.L., Kevern 1-1 (29) S.D.,
None
Tackles (Leaders)—-C.L., Halas 9, Marino
7, Wikstrom 7,3 tied with 5. S.D., Van Dusen
12, Smart 9, Gerena 9, Slusser 9.
Interceptions—U.R., Halas 1-42,
McGaughey 1-2. S.D., Slusser 2-12

other Kingsman
drive with his sec
ond interception of
the game, this time
at the USD 24yard line and re
turned it seven
yards to the 31.
This began the
Toreros comeback
effort. The ensu
ing drive featured
sophomore run
ning back Oscar
Arzu gaining 27
yards on four car
ries and junior
wide
receiver
Dylan
Ching
catching
two
passes for 38 yards
including an eightyard touchdown
grab to cap off the
drive.
This
brought
the
Toreros within
three points of the
Kingsman.
CLU then got the
ball back and
marched 68 yards
in 11 plays and
kicked a 29-yard
field goal to put the
Kingsman up 1913. The Toreros
began to move the
ball down the field
again going 32
yards in seven
plays. Then on sec
Ted Donovon
ond down and 10 Recordbreaker: Junior wide receiver Dylan Ching tied a team record with his 10 recep
from the CLU 44- tions against Cal Lutheran this weekend and set a new Toreros record for receptions in a
yard line, Stadler career with 104.
dropped back to
pass and was intercepted again, ending the Toreros come
back effort.
Ching tied the Torero all-time record for receptions in a
IS
game with 10. He broke assistant coach Mike Rish's record
for receptions in a career which was 101, Ching now has
104 receptions in his career. "He does things for our team
that make him at times irreplaceable. He returns punts and
kickoffs, holds for extra points and makes a lot of big plays,"
McGarry said. "He is a great blocker and is probably the
most complete receiver we have had at USD."
The Toreros will play Central Connecticut this weekend
for the first time ever. McGarry said, "Last year week five
was our breakout wee. We scored a lot of points and got
after somebody and we're looking for that same effort this
week." The game will be in Torero Stadium on Saturday
night at 7 p.m..

Athletic Promotions

hosting a pre-game

tailgate party with free
Domino's Pizza and

drinhs for all students.

Toreros hang tough and battle Bruins
for 120 minutes
KIT BARMANN
Staff Writer
The Toreros tied UCLA in a hard fought
match through regulation play and nerve
racking overtime.
USD struck first, scoring only 20 min
utes into the game. Forward Aimee
Wagstaff passed the ball to midfielder
Claire Currie, whose shot barely missed
the diving Bruin goalie Lindsay Culp.
The Toreros' hustle on defense, along
with three saves by goalie Leila Duren,
shut out UCLA for the entire first half,
protecting a 1-0 lead going into halftime.
The Bruins came out quickly in the sec
ond half. Only two minutes into the half,
UCLA midfielder Larisa Kiremidjian
headed the ball in for the score, which
tied the match. The Bruins struck again
when forward Tracey Milburn received
a pass in front of the goal and bested the
Torero defense to take the lead.
With less than 10 minutes to go in regu
lation play, USD's offense saw an open
ing and went for it. Forward Gina Poltl
found fellow forward Wagstaff about 18
yards out and dished her the ball.
Wagstaff's shot found the back of the
net, and the Toreros had tied the score.
The final minutes expired and the game
headed into overtime.
The first 15 minute overtime period
was all defense as neither team was able
to take a shot on goal. During the sec
ond overtime period, USD's defense

Highlights
Junior tennis player Zuzana
Lesenarova won her first career grand
slam title by winning the T. Rowe
Price National City Clay Court Cham
pionships in straight sets.
Junior wide receiver Dylan Ching
hauled in a team record tying 10
passes for 105 yards and one touch
down. He broke Assistant Coach
Mike Rish's former team record of 101
career catches and now has 104 and
counting.
Sophomore free safety Kyle Slusser
intercepted two passes and tallied nine
tackles to lead the Torero defensive
effort against Cal Lutheran.
Joseph Galascione
Gooooaaaalllll: Senior forward Aimee wagstaff had one goal and one assist
in the 2-2 tie against UCLA

continued to hold the Bruins, and goalkeeper Duren added her seventh save
of the game.
The UCLA defense loosened up
enough for the Toreros to get off three
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Central Connecticut

7 p.m.

Oct.2
Oct.3

Gonzaga
Portland

7 p.m.
7 p.m.

Oct.2
Oct.4

LAST I/^K'S
SCORES
Football

Football
Oct.3
Vollevball

Men's Soccer

shots on goal, but not enough
for a score. When the 120th
minute was out, the score remained 2-2 and USD's record
moved to 5-3-1.

•

Fresno State
CS Los Angeles

Women's Soccer
Fresno State
Oct.2
San Diego State
Oct.6
Cross Country
Stanford Invitational
Oct.3
Swimming & Divine
USD Intrasquad
Oct.7

Home games indicated by bold type.

5 p.m.
1 p.m.

Cal Lutheran
Volleyball
CS Northridge

W 3-1

Men's Soccer

Diadora Challenge
UCLA
Denver

7 p.m.
7 p.m.

Women's Soccer

4 p.m.

UCLA
Cross Country

2 p.m.

L 13-26

L 0-2
W 6-0
T 2-2

UC Riverside Invitational
Men's
Women's

3rd place
2nd place

Junior free safety Wade Van Dusen
tallied eight solo tackles and 12 total
tackles and one forced fumble against
Cal Lutheran.
Junior outside hitter Petia Yanchulova
had a season high 22 kills against Cal
State Northridge. She also surpassed
1,000 career kills.
Seniors Leighton O'Brien and Devin
Ebright supplied the scoring against
University of Denver scoring two
goals each.
USD men's cross country team placed
second at the UC Riverside Invita
tional. The Toreros were led by
Brennan Taylor who finished 52nd out
of 180 runners.
USD women's cross country team
finished second in the UC Riverside
Invitational. The Toreros were led by
Kate Grim, who finished 14th out of
180 runners
Women's soccer goalie Leila Duren
held of the UCLA Bruins for 120
minutes making seven saves in the 2-2
tie.
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bitramrais&Recneation
Controversy!

4 stages of IM
team making.

Co-Rec Softball
Busta Balls 5
Jive 7

Christian von Merkatz
Softball Supervisor
Last Sunday began a new semester of co-rec
Softball. With names like Busta Balls and
Chicks 'n' Sticks it looks like the women are
finally stepping up to the plate. After a quick
removal of our friendly K9's feces in the out Hmm, I need a name for
my team.
field we were on our way. Our first match up
saw Busta Balls battling it out with Chicks 'n'
Sticks. Busta Balls led their attack with power
hitters like Emiliano Springer who sent a ball
flying over the left field fence for a solo
That's a tough one...let
homerun. On the other side of the diamond,
me think.
Chicks 'n' Sticks started out strong scoring two
runs in the first inning, but in the end they were
no match for the dominant Busta Balls. Rookie
Brian Gillete doubled in the second giving
Chicks 'n' Sticks an early lead. Another rookie
player that had a great day was Emily Quilter
who went 3 for 4. The second game of the day
we saw two well matched teams fighting to the
end. Jive got out to an early start scoring5 runs I played high school foot
in the first inning. Almost the entire team got ball! Maybe I could use
a hit at their first at bat. Now that's what I call
that in some way?
team work. Chris Goodwill, Ginger Brady, and
Danielle Marson, all hit singles. Batting clean
up Brian Kiffe hit a deep ball to center for a
Ahh yeah boy! I got it!
double. Have you ever heard the saying "don't
count your chickens before their hatched", apparently
over. Apparantly the Parrot Heads skipped a of couple
the Parrot Heads have because they just wouldn't give
batters in the last inning, which results in an automatic
up. The mighty Parrots Heads put on their rally caps
out, giving them the winning run. So since that batter
in the last two innings to come back from a 3 run defi
would have been out the winning run didn't count thus
cit. Big time sluggers Alison Cox and Emily Hunter both
the game ended in a tie. The last two games of the day
went 2 for 3 while Andrew Bohhen went 3 for 4. The
were forfeits, which left the IM staff just enough time to
end of the game was marked by a controversial call that
Play-Im's-Meet-People IT. Stay tuned for updates on the
was not pointed out to the umpires until the game was
IM homerun race.

Gonzalez in awe of Coop
John Matsumoto

Nike NIFFC Flag Football Supervisor
Intramural Flag Football began this past Sunday
with 32 teams competing in six divisions. Each team
plays within their respective division to determine
whether they earned a place in the playoffs. The first
game for a team usually entails problems for players.
After a summer in the sun, players dust off the cob
webs on their cleats, drag themselves away from Sun
day NFL games, and come to the field straight from
Saturday parties. They also commit a myriad of pen
alties and turnovers and encounter a bunch of new
teammates. Although most teams are usually rusty,
there are some teams who have "mad skills" and de
serve to play in the playoffs. Camel Toe II played
Lambda Chi for a huge 50-12 win. Lambda Chi's Ja
son Weller put the team on the board with two touch
downs. However, Mike Cooper, the Ringleader of
Camel Toe II, scored a touchdown to seal the victory.
Role player, Jeremy "Dr. StairClimber" Gonzalez was
in awe of his mentors mad skills. Hard-Core
Pisa's showed they got game. They played Dewey,
Cheatum, and Howe, for a lopsided 62-6 victory.

There were also some highly contested games, which
resulted in last minute wins. Mats played Meatheads
for a 32-27 win. Meatheads had the lead for most of
the game thanks to Paul Mendoza's two clutch touch
downs. However, behind the strong arm of Jim
Delaney, Mats persevered to victory. Squatting Dogs
also pulled out a narrow victory against The Bad Guys
for a 21-20 win. Phil Mamula scored two touchdowns
for the Squatting Dogs.
The women's flag football league was not to be out
done. Amy Rheem's team put up big numbers for a
colossal victory over Kit Barmann's Free Agent team.
Jamie Taylor displayed her speed with two touch
downs, while Quirtn Lynch and Summer Lindman each
scored a touchdown. Although the Free Agent team
lost, they put up a valiant effort and just had fun
playing.
As the new Flag Football supervisor I was shocked at
the fanfare for two specific teams, Beware the Dog and
The Un-Vail-ing of Buck Shaw. As a rookie, I couldn't
understand what the big commotion was about. For

Chicks "n" Sticks 3
Parrot Heads 7

Nike NIFFC Flag Football
Free Agents 0
TBA24
Alpha Delta Pi Forfeit
Fly Flag Coopties Win
Lambda Chi Alpha 12
Camel Toe II50
Meatheads 27
Mats 32
Team Santana's 0
Delta Tau Delta 24
Care Bears Forfeit
Cooters Win
Sexual Chocolate 0
Johnny Ballgame 19
4 West Crew 6
Sigma Chi 13
JJR.'s Team Forfeit
Wiseguys Win
The Bad Guys 20
Squatting Dogs 21
Cromwell 14
4-U Hataz 18
D, C, & Howe 6
H-C Pisa's 62
S.G.'s Team Forfeit
Free Agents Win
Beware The Dog 20
Sticky Greens 2
The Gladiators 13
D.K.'s Team 6
The Un-Vailing of Buck Shaw 27 D.P.'s Team 18

Domino's
Special Events
4x4 Grass Volleyball! 296-2220
Our second Domino's Special Event is an
On-Campus 4x4 Grass Volleyball Tourna
ment. The event will take place on Friday,
October 9th starting at 2:30pm. It has been
advertised as a Co-Rec 4x4 Volleyball with a
men's and women's division. We apologize
for the error, and the fliers should state that
it is a Co-Rec only tourney. Teams interested
should sign-up before 10/9 at 12pm. The van
will be driving around next Wednesday with
pizza, so wave to the guys! Remember, if you
want to have a lot of fun and eat pizza come
play one of the many Domino's Special
Events.

instance, you look at the two teams and have to ad
mit that they're very handsome, and sure they'd give
a dog a bone, but they don't look like flag football
players. I was told before the game, by a star-eyed
fan, that these were the teams to watch, but quickly
blew that off to an infatuating with their great looks.
However, once the two teams stepped on the field, I
quickly realized how fortunate I was to be on the
Canyon Field at this moment in history, in the pres
ence of these immortal men, Gods to put it lightly. It
was like the human race had evolved twenty centu
ries into the future, but had left us feebleminded, in
ferior, peasant-like "Humans" here for them to toy
with.
The Un-Vail-ing of Buck Shaw won with only five
men, or shall we say, "Supermen!" Beware the Dog
easily beat their foe, Sticky Greens, 30-0. They at
tributed their victory to their ingenious name in
which the derive all the inner-chi from. These two
teams are definitely the teams to watch... if you like
good-lookin' flag football players.
' • r u m f i n i ..

They've Got What You Want
Financial and Marketing Internship with Merrill Lynch. Nonpaid. Busi
ness students call Craig Riley, 677-1398, I-2pm. Fax resume, 455-6174
Restaurant: Servers, Host/FIostess, Cocktail Server: PT, FT, Lunch/Din
ner, Experienced, Responsible w/ strong communications skills for pro
fessional dining atmosphere. Apply in person: Tues.-Fri., 2-5pm, Tutto
Mare, 4365 Executive Drive, San Diego.

Teachers: Science Adventurers is seeking dedicated instructors for "hands
on" science program, after school, 3-8 hours per week. Experienced pre
ferred - $15 per hour. To apply - call 1-800-472-4362 x245 or x297.
Alaska Summer Employment: Fishing industry. Excellent student earn
ings & benefits potential (up to $2,850+/mo. + Room/Board). Get an
early start! Ask us how! 517-336-4165 ext. A59791.
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Advertise your unwanted treasures in the VISTA for as little as 5.00/week
We know
you have something to sell, let us do the dirty work for you.
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Name:
Address:.
Phone Number:.
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Please(gircl§)the issue dates you would like the classifieds to run:

October £>, 15, 22, 29, November 5,12,19, December 3

Classified Advertising Rates
One - three insertions
Four consecutive insertions
Eight consecutive insertions
More than eight insertions

$6.00 each
$22.00
$44.00
$5.00 each

Drop this form along with payment in the box outside the VISTA office, personal checks are preferred.
"Advertisements must be received by the Monday prior to the desired insertion date.
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(not in credit cards)
Introducing the New American
Express® Credit Card for Students.
Live for today.
Build for tomorrow.
The New American Express Credit
Card for Students is a resource you
can depend on. With benefits like big
airfare savings, free credit information,
and no annual fee, it'll help you get the
most from your student years—and
help you build a solid financial
foundation for the future.

CALL TOLL FREE 1-877-NO-FEE-4U TO APPLY.
Cards

"What a Great Experience!"
Learning the language. Meeting
people. Coming face to face with
history, art and architecture, culture,
food and fun.
UNIVERSITY
STUDIES ABROAD
CONSORTIUM...
Small classes. Personal attention. Fully
accredited — receive university credit.
We provide great classes in intensive,
language, history, anthropology, art,
business, economics, political science...
University Studies Abroad Consortium
University of Nevada Library /
323 Reno, Nevada 89557
(702) 784-6569
E-mail: usac@admin.unr.edu
http://www.scs.unr.edu/~usac
AUSTRALIA • BASQUE COUNTRY • CHILE • CHINA • COSTA RICA • ENGLAND • FRANCE
GERMANY • ITALY • NEW ZEALAND • SCOTLAND • SPAIN • THAILAND

